Abstract. We construct Nakajima's quiver varieties of type A in terms of affine Grassmannians of type A. This gives a compactification of quiver varieties and a decomposition of affine Grassmannians into a disjoint union of quiver varieties. Consequently, singularities of quiver varieties, nilpotent orbits and affine Grassmannians are the same in type A. The construction also provides a geometric framework for skew (GL(m), GL(n)) duality and identifies the natural basis of weight spaces in Nakajima's construction with the natural basis of multiplicity spaces in tensor products which arises from affine Grassmannians.
Dedicated to Igor Frenkel on the occasion of his 50-th birthday 1. Preliminaries 1.1. Quiver varieties of type A. We recall Nakajima's construction of simple representations of SL(n), cf. [N1, N2] . Let I = {1, . . . , n − 1} be the set of vertices and H be the set of arrows of the Dynkin quiver of type A n−1 . For an arrow h ∈ H we denote by h ′ ∈ I and h ′′ ∈ I its initial and terminal vertices. 
is the invariant theory quotient (the spectrum of the G(V )-invariant functions). There is a natural projective map p :
, and following Maffei [M] , denote its image by
has the structure of a simple SL(n)-module with the highest weight d (i.e., I d i ω i for the fundamental weights ω i ). The summand H(L(v, d) ) is the weight space for the weight d − Cv, where C is the Cartan matrix of type A n−1 .
as a representation Wλ of GL(n) with highest weightλ, whereλ =λ(d) = (λ 1 ,λ 2 , . . . ,λ n ) is a partition of N = n−1 j=1 jd j defined as follows:
1.4. Affine Grassmannians of type A. We recall the construction of representations of G = GL(m) in terms of its affine Grassmannian G G , cf. [L1, G2, MV] . Let V be a vector space with a basis {e 1 , . . . , e m } and
The affine Grassmannian G G is an ind-scheme whose C-points can be described as all lattices
The intersection homology of the closure G λ is a realization of the representation V λ , and the convolution of IC-sheaves corresponds to the tensor products of representations, cf. [G2, MV] .
]-orbits in G N correspond to µ's which may be considered as partitions of N (into at most m parts). Any permutation a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) of the partitionμ dual to µ defines a convolution space G a µ = G ωa 1 * · · · * G ωa n , where ω k is the k-th fundamental coweight of G, and a resolution of singularities π = π 
Denote by m a : N n,a →N the projection onto the first factor.
2.2.
A transverse slice to a nilpotent orbit. Let x be a nilpotent operator on D, with Jordan blocks of sizes λ = (λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ m ). We construct a "transverse slice" T x to the nilpotent orbit O λ ⊆ N at x, different from the one considered by Slodowy [S, 7.4] . In some basis e k,i , 1 ≤ k ≤ λ i , of D, one has x : e k,i → e k−1,i (we set e 0,i = 0). Now
where f l,j k,i : Ce l,j → Ce k,i are the matrix elements of f in our basis. For a larger orbit O µ , any permutation a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) of the dual partitionμ, gives a resolution
3. Main theorem 3.1. From quiver data to affine Grassmannian data. We start with 3.2. Theorem. Let N, v, d, a, λ, µ be as above. Let L λ ∈ G G be the lattice corresponding to the coweight λ, and let T λ be its L <0 G-orbit. There exist algebraic isomorphisms φ, φ, ψ, ψ such that the following diagram commutes:
The isomorphism φ is analogous to the isomorphism conjectured by Nakajima [N1, Conjecture 8.6] and constructed by Maffei [M] .
Compactification of quiver varieties.
is given by closures of their respective images under the embeddings
3.4. Decomposition. The theorem implies a decomposition of G µ into a disjoint union of quiver varieties , and then, as in 1.1, the "deformed" quiver varieties
. We expect that in type A our theorem and decomposition (2) extend to a relation between deformed quiver varieties and the Beilinson-Drinfeld Grassmannians, cf. [BD] . 
The proofs and more details will appear in a forthcoming paper.
Another example of a decomposition of an infinite Grassmannian into a disjoint union of quiver varieties can be found in [BGK] (who generalized a result from [W] ). A part of adelic Grassmannian is a union of quiver varieties M c (v, d) associated to affine quivers of type A.
4. Geometric construction of skew (GL(n), GL(m)) duality 4.1. Skew Howe duality. Let V = C m and W = C n be two vector spaces. Then we have the GL(V ) × GL(W )-decomposition [H, 4.1.1] :
where λ varies over all partitions of N which fit into the n × m box, and V λ and Wλ are the corresponding highest weight representation of GL(m) of GL(n). This is essentially equivalent to natural isomorphisms of vector spaces
where Wλ(a) is the weight space corresponding to the weight a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ).
4.2. We construct a based version of the isomorphism (4), i.e., a geometric skew Howe duality. More precisely, with N, v, d, a, λ as in 3.1, we identify the right hand side with H(π −1 (L λ )) (notation from Theorem 3.2) and the left hand side with H(L(v, d)) by Theorem1.2. The identification of irreducible components Irr π −1 (L λ ) = Irr L(v, d), which follows from Theorem 3.2, matches the natural basis of the space of intertwiners Hom GL(m) (∧ a 1 V ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∧ an V, V λ ) arising from the affine Grassmannian construction (i.e., Irr π −1 (L λ )), and the natural basis of the weight space Wλ(a) in the Nakajima construction (i.e., Irr L(v, d)). Altogether:
